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Abstract. Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) is one of the mobile wireless net-
works that cannot set up the end-to-end communication path between the source 
and destination nodes pair in most of time. In this paper, we propose an im-
proved routing protocol named as Dynamic Spray & Wait (DS&W), which is 
based on Spray and Wait routing strategy attempting to gain the higher delivery 
ratio benefits of replication-based routing as well as the lower resource utiliza-
tion benefits of forwarding-based routing. But different from S&W, DS&W 
routing strategy focus on dynamic control to reduce the scale of the messages’ 
flooding by calculating the delivery success probabilities to destinations. 
DS&W routing protocol can dramatically reduce the overhead ratio in DTNs. 
Simulation results also evident that DS&W protocol outperforms other existing 
DTN routing protocols. 

Keywords: Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), mobile networks, epidemic 
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1 Introduction 

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) [1] often refer to sparse mobile ad hoc network, 
where a routing path does not necessarily exist. In DTNs, both nodes and links may 
be unreliable. Many emerging communication networks fall into this paradigm in-
cluding wildlife tracking and habitat monitoring sensor networks (IPN) [2], inter-
planetary networks [3], nomadic communities networks [4], etc. 

Many challenges affect the routing in DTNs such as the changing network topolo-
gy, low delivery ratio and high delay. The problems can be mitigated by using flood-
ing-based scheme or by predicting the network topology [5] to ensure the delivery 
ratio and delay. Many works shows that flooding-based scheme has a better perfor-
mance on delivery ratio and delay than predicting scheme, but it will generate num-
bers of redundant copies and increase the overhead ratio which would have negative 
impact on the efficiency, if the flooding scale can not be controlled in a suitable scale, 
it would lead to network congestion. Thus, the efficiency of a flooding-based scheme 
DTN routing protocol relies essentially on the appropriate scale of message flooding. 
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In this paper, we propose DS&W, a routing protocol for DTNs, which dynamically 
control the scale of message flooding by predicting the delivery probabilities. The 
contributions presented in this paper are: we propose a suitable method to control the 
scale of message flooding; based on the dynamic control, we propose DS&W, a novel 
routing protocol which relies on the control of the scale of flooding. With DS&W 
protocol, the scale of message flooding is dynamically changeable, and different from 
other flooding-based scheme routing protocols, it could reduce the overhead ratio 
with little effect on delivery ratio and delay. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art for DTN 
routing and the traditional method of the message flooding. Section 3 presents the 
dynamic control and DS&W protocol. Section 4 provides the simulation results of 
DS&W routing and related discussion. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Works 

Several routing protocols have been proposed for DTNs. These protocols can be clas-
sified into two categories: single-copy routing protocol [6] and multi-copy routing 
protocol [7]. With the single-copy routing protocols, only one copy of the message is 
transported by the topology knowledge of the network. In order to increase the deli-
very success probabilities, the topology knowledge should be predicted by historical 
encounters between nodes, location information or others [8]. The Direct Delivery 
protocol and the First Contact protocol are the use of this strategy. With the multi 
copy routing, the node carrying the message sends a copy to each encountered node. 
This is repeated until the destination receives the message. In this case, the contacts 
are assumed to be totally opportunistic. PRoPHET protocol [9], Epidemic Routing 
protocol [10], and Spray & Wait routing protocol [11] are the use of this strategy. Due 
to the low delivery ratio and long delay of the single-copy routing, the multi-copy 
routing is the mainstream routing protocol. 

PRoPHET protocol determines the delivery probability in each node, which is re-
lated to the history of the encounters. Transfer is done only for an encountered node, 
which has a good probability to deliver the message to its final destination. The deli-
very probability used by each node is recalculated according to three rules: 

(a) When the node M encounters another node E, the probability for E is in-
creased: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) encounteroldoldnew LEMPEMPEMP ×−+= ,1,,  (1) 

where Lencounter is an initialized constant. 
(b) The predictabilities for all destinations D other than E are aged: 

 ( ) ( ) k
oldnew DMPDMP γ×= ,,  (2) 

where γ is the aging constant and k is the number of time units that has 
elapsed since the last aging. 
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(c) Predictabilities are exchanged between M and E and the transitive property of 
predictability is used to update the predictability of destinations D for which E 
has a value on the assumption that M is likely to meet E again: 

 
( ) ( )

( )( ) ( ) ( ) β×××−+
=

DEPEMPDMP
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oldnew
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where β is a scaling constant. 

In PRoPHET protocol, if a node i encounter another node j, node i will decide wheth-
er to send the message to node j based on the delivery probability of them. 

Epidemic routing can be described as following: the source node, which has N 
neighbor nodes, sends N copies of the message to its N neighbor nodes. Afterwards, 
each neighbor node judges whether the received message copy has been received 
before or not. If it has, the neighbor node discards the copy; otherwise the neighbor 
node will keep this message copy and send the same copy to all its neighbor nodes 
until the message reaches the destination node. In the ideal situation, epidemic routing 
is considered to be the most effective strategy, but in reality, the overhead ratio is high 
and it is faced with serious network congestion. 

In order to solve these problems, fixing the number of copies is the most common 
method. Spray & Wait routing protocol uses this solution. In Spray & Wait routing, 
there are two phases: spray phase and wait phase. In spray phase, the source node of a 
message initially starts with L copies of this message, which is related with the num-
ber of nodes and the requirements for delay. Any node A that has n>1 message copies 
(source or relayed), when it encounters another node B with no copies, it hands over 

to  2nB  copies and keeps  2nB  copies for itself; when A is left with only one 
copy, it switches to direct transmission. L can be calculated from: 
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where M is the number of nodes; a is multiples of the time units; 
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τ  is the 

nth Harmonic number of order of τ. 
The multi-copy routing protocol can achieve higher delivery ratio and lower delay 

than the single-copy routing protocols, but it will increase the overhead ratio and 
wastes energy. Although Spray & Wait routing to a certain extent solves the above 
problems, these problems still exist. Considered Spray & Wait routing, the number of 
copies L is not appropriate in all cases such as the following situation: in spray phase, 
a message sends copies to other nodes after a period of time, set the number of nodes 
L1, then it will continue to flooding message to the left node until the number of nodes 
reaches L; then the routing protocol goes in the wait phase. If the message is success-
fully forwarded by a node in L1, we can consider the spray phase after L1 is useless. 
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3 Dynamic Control and DS&W Routing Protocol 

We can find the limitation of Spray & Wait routing is that it has to fix the copies of 
message to control the overhead ratio; the spray phase will not stop until the message 
get to the destination or wait phase. The flooding scale L related with the network size 
can guarantee the maximum delivery delay and stationary message flooding, but it 
will increase some messages’ flooding. For some messages, a smaller L can not only 
guarantee the delivery ratio and delay, but also decrease the overhead ratio. Since the 
redundant message flooding in spray phase, the routing efficiency drops. So, if the 
spray phase can be controlled dynamically, it will have a better performance than 
Spray & Wait protocol. In order to ensure the delivery ratio and delay, the scale of 
message flooding should also not be too small. So how to ensure the changeable 
flooding scale appropriate is very important. Next, we will give our method using the 
probability of nodes to realize the dynamic control. 

Considering PRoPHET routing protocol, it gives a method to evaluate the probabil-
ity to deliver the message. In the spray phase, we can calculate the total probability of 
the nodes. When the probability is high enough to ensure the delivery ratio and delay 
while the spray phase is not end, we can force it end, so that the spray phase can be 
controlled dynamically. The following section will prove that our assumption is cor-
rect, the method of dynamic flooding is effectively. Based on the dynamic flooding, 
we will give the pseudo code of DS&W routing protocol. 

In order to prove our assumption, we do the following works. For the delay, we di-
vided it into two parts: Ts and Tw, means the spray phase and wait phase. It is certain 
that if we reduce the number of copies Ts will decrease and Tw will increase. Assume 
that the node can meet another node after tunit, and the node’s average delivery proba-

bility as p . In spray phase, expect of Ts is: unit
L

s tT 2log= . In wait phase, all nodes 

carrying packets is connected with the destination with the probability of ( )L
p−− 11 , 

so expect of Tw is: ( )L
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. The delivery delay is: 
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If we decrease the number of nodes to λL (λ∈(0, 1)), then in spray phase, expect of Ts’ 

is: unit
L
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2log=′ . In wait phase, when the number of node is L if the transmission 
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. The delivery delay is: 
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Derivative of ΔT, we find that 01 <′Δ =λT  and 00 >′Δ =λT , the function graph is simi-

lar to a parabola. 01 =′Δ =λT , which means there is a λ that makes 0>Δ λT , and T' is 

smaller than T, and limit of 0=Δ λT  is negative infinity. So when λ is close to 1, the 

deliver delay is shorter than spray & wait routing, and there should be a minimal val-
ue of the delay. After that when λ gets smaller, the delay gets larger. By calculating 
the total probability, we can make the λ in a suitable scope. By the research, we reach 
the following conclusions: with the dynamic control, the routing reduces the overhead 
while has little influence on the delivery ratio and delay. 

By the calculation and analysis, the routing forwarding algorithm can be described 
as: (1) maintain the delivery probability of each node which is related to the history of 
the encounters; (2) send messages to its neighbor node, calculate the total delivery 
probability when nodes are connection, and update the record of the messages and  
the number of copies; (3) if the total delivery probability is higher than pmax or L is 
equal to 1, switches to wait phase. Next is the pseudo code for DS&W forwarding 
algorithm: 

 

 

4 Performance Evaluation 

To demonstrate and evaluate the performance of DS&W, we use ONE1.4.1 [12], an 
Opportunistic Network Environment simulator which provides a powerful tool for 

Algorithm: Core of DS&W routing  
Spray phase 
Connect with neighbor 
if (neighbor=destination) transport message; jump end; 
else transport message; 

total probability=1-(1- total probability)*(1- neighbor. total probability); 
L=L/2; 
if (total probability> maxp  or L=1) jump wait phase; 

    else jump spray phase; 
Wait phase 
Connect with neighbor 
if (neighbor=destination) transport message; jump end; 
else jump wait phase; 
End; 
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generating mobility traces, running DTN messaging simulations with different routing 
protocols, and visualizing both simulations interactively in real-time and results after 
their completion. 125 nodes are distributed in Helsinki, capital of Finland, about 
448km2, the nodes are divided into four groups. Group 1 and 4 simulate the pede-
strians’ nodes, they all have 10MB memory, 1Km/h move speed, 100m transmit 
range, but move in different area. Group 2 and 3 simulate the car nodes, they have 
15MB memories, 150m transmit range, move only on the rode of city, but have dif-
ferent speeds: 2Km/h and 3Km/h. The flowing figures show the performance compar-
ison of three routing protocols. 

Table 1. Delivery-ratio of DS&W routing and S&W routing 

Routing DS&W-
0.98 

DS&W-
0.95 

DS&W-
0.93 

DS&W-
0.9 

DS&W-
0.85 

DS&W-
0.8 

S&W 

Delivery-
ratio 

0.4508 0.4486 0.4545 0.4494 0.4228 0.4169 0.4649 
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Fig. 1. Overhead ratio comparison between DS&W and S&W 

Table 1 shows the delivery ratio of S&W routing and DS&W routing with different 
pmax. We find that when the total probability is from 0.9 to 1, the delivery ratio is 
similar to S&W routing, this corresponds with our conclusion: if the total probability 
is high enough, there is negligible affection on delivery ratio. If the total probability 
gets lower, the delivery ratio would have slightly bad performance. 

Figure 1 and 2 show the performance comparison between DS&W routing and 
S&W routing. We can find that when p=0.95, the overhead ratio reduces about 
30.07%, and the delay reduces about 5%; when p=0.93, the overhead ratio reduces 
about 33.24%, and the delay is basically unchanged; when p=0.9, the overhead ratio 
reduces about 38.22%, and the delay increases about 13%. It shows a good perfor-
mance in reducing the burden of network and the delay corresponds with our conclu-
sion: when λ is close to 1, the deliver delay is shorter than Spray & Wait routing, and 
there should be a minimal value of the delay, after that when λ gets smaller, the delay 
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gets larger. So, when pmax is higher than 0.93, the routing can reduce overhead ratio 
obviously without influencing the delay, when it is from 0.93-0.9, it will increase the 
delay, but it is still acceptable. 
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Fig. 2. Delay comparison between DS&W and S&W 

Further, we consider the situation when pmax=0.85, overhead ratio reduces about 
49.5%, and the delay increases about 42.4%. If the network is troubled by the network 
congestion and is not stringent on delay, this performance still can be acceptable; but 
when p get lower to 0.8, the overhead ratio reduces about 58.75%, the delay increases 
about 61.04%, this is unacceptable. So, if p gets smaller, the routing should be re-
garded as failed. 

Table 2. Comparison of low p-DS&W and S&W 

Routing DS&W-0.85 DS&W-0.8 S&W 
Overhead-ratio 10.3094 8.4273 20.4340 

Delay (ms) 4267.6299 4809.0593 2996.4775 
 

Through our analysis, we can summarize that when p∈(0.9, 1), the DS&W routing 
shows a good performance in reducing the burden of network while with little influ-
ence to delay; when p∈(0.85, 0.9), the DS&W routing protocol can be suitable for the 
network that is troubled by the burden of network and not particularly stringent re-
quirements on delay. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a new routing protocol, named DS&W, which is suitable for 
mobile delay tolerant networks. DS&W routing protocol is based on multi-copy 
routing protocol and predicts probabilistic using history of encounters and transitivity. 
DS&W uses the total probability of the nodes carrying message to dynamically  
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control the number of copies. In this way, the overhead-ratio can be reduced, and 
delivery-ratio and delay will not change much. Simulation results show that DS&W 
routing protocol outperforms Spray & Wait routing protocol. 
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